Form 1  Application Form for the Site of Education and Trainings  (1st copy: Application)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>Site Tel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Site Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsible Person</th>
<th>Tel of Responsible Person</th>
<th>Site Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Category A supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category B supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category C supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category A supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction Industry
- Category B supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction Industry
- Category C supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction Industry
- Occupational safety management specialist
- Occupational safety and health management staff
- Level A workplace chemical-factor monitoring personnel
- Level A workplace physical-factor monitoring personnel
- Level B workplace chemical-factor monitoring personnel
- Level B workplace physical-factor monitoring personnel
- Construction safety assessor
- Process safety assessor
- Safety supervisor of high-pressure gas production
- Safety operation supervisor of high-pressure gas production
- Construction supervisor of high-pressure gas supply and consumption
- Operations of mobile cranes with hoisting capacity of above 3 tons
- Operators of derrick cranes with hoisting capacity of above 3 tons
- Operators of construction elevator with height of guide trail or elevating path over 20 meters
- Operators of gondolas
- Operators of specified high-pressure gas equipment
- Operators of category A pressure vessels
- Operators of high-pressure gas vessels
- Operators of small boilers
- Operators of forklifts with capacity of above 1 ton
- Operators of fixed cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons and stacking cranes with hoisting capacity of above 1 ton
- Operators of mobile cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons
- Operators of derrick cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons
- Operators using cranes for slinging operations
- Operators using acetylene sealing devices or gas bundle devices for sealing, cutting or heating of metals
- Operators of gunpowder blasting operations
- Lumberjacks for tree with diameter over 70cm at breast height
- Operators for wood mechanical skidding and transportation
- Personnel of high-pressure chamber operations
- Diving operation personnel
- Operators for oil tanker cleanup
- Occupational health service nurse
- First aid personnel

The declaration for the site of education and trainings is managed in accordance with article 20 of Regulations for Labor Safety and Health Education and Trainings. Please acknowledge of receipt.

To (Local competent authority)

Training unit:
Address:
Responsible Person: (Signature/Seal)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>Site Tel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Site Fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Person</td>
<td>Tel of Responsible Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Category A supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category B supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category C supervisor of labor safety and health affairs
- Category A supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction industry
- Category B supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction industry
- Category C supervisor of labor safety and health affairs in construction industry
- Occupational safety management specialist
- Occupational safety and health management staff
- Level A workplace chemical-factor monitoring personnel
- Level A workplace physical-factor monitoring personnel
- Construction safety assessor
- Process safety assessor
- Safety supervisor of high-pressure gas production
- Safety operation supervisor of high-pressure gas production
- Supervisors of trench bracing operations
- Supervisors of open-air excavation operations
- Supervisors of template bracing operations
- Supervisors of tunnels excavation operations
- Supervisors of tunnels lining operations
- Supervisors of scaffold assembly operations
- Supervisors of skeleton steel erecting operations
- Supervisors for organic solvent operations
- Supervisors for lead operations
- Supervisors for tetra-alkyl lead operations
- Supervisors for hypoxia operations
- Supervisors for specified chemical substance operations
- Supervisors for dusty operations
- Supervisors for high-pressure chamber operations
- Supervisors for diving operations
- Operators of fixed cranes with hoisting capacity of above 3 tons and stacking cranes with hoisting capacity of above 1 ton
- Operators of mobile cranes with hoisting capacity of above 3 tons
- Operators of derrick cranes with hoisting capacity of above 3 tons
- Operators of constructive elevator with height of guide trail or elevating path over 20 meters
- Operators of gondolas
- Operators of boilers
- Operators of specified high-pressure gas equipment
- Operators of category A pressure vessels
- Operators of high-pressure gas vessels
- Operators of small boilers
- Operators of forklifts with capacity of above 1 ton
- Operators of fixed cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons and stacking cranes with hoisting capacity of less 1 ton
- Operators of mobile cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons
- Operators of derrick cranes with hoisting capacity of less 3 tons
- Operators using cranes for slinging operations
- Operators using acetylene sealing devices or gas bundle devices for sealing, cutting or heating of metals
- Operators of gunpowder blasting operations
- Lumberjacks for tree with diameter over 70cm at breast height
- Operators for wood mechanical skidding and transportation
- Personnel of high-pressure chamber operations
- Diving operation personnel
- Operators for oil tanker cleanup
- Occupational health service nurse
- First aid personnel

Refer to the results above for the site of education and training of your unit. Please acknowledge of receipt.

To

(Training unit)

Local competent authority: (Signature/Seal)

Date: